Abstract-A vector-based method for making tailpiece is proposed to correct the image blank areas left by rotation. Using the image quality threshold δ to determine the degree of similarity γ of the vector image, an image is converted to vectors of cubic curve combination; after rotating vector-graph, we expand the curves to the blank area by adjusting the vector parameters, and grow texture accumulation areas. The texture gradient is used to fill the differences of the vector curves and the real texture gradient. Using wood texture images as samples, the experiments showed the repaired images are highly similar to real wood textures.
INTRODUCTION
After a rotating process, unfilled blank regions are usually left to an image. Texture attribute extraction and simulation have been studied in many cases for textile, architecture and decorate. Manesh Kokare used rotated complex wavelet filters to retrieve rotation-invariant texture images [1] . Izraelevitz, D. gave a new direct solution to reconstruct a two-dimensional discrete signal of finite support from knowledge of only its Fourier transform magnitude and support [2] . The moment features in directional sub-band domain for rotation invariant texture image classification was studied [3] by Man, H.. Arnold T. gave an interactive image repairing method with assisted structure and texture completion [4] . Ching-Tang Hsieh and his colleague proposed a novel image in-painting technique based on wavelet transformation [5] . Jiaya Jia presented a robust image synthesis method to automatically infer missing information from a damaged 2D image by tensor voting [6] [7] . The above researches are based on the existing of the textures themselves, then the periodic features were retrieved and the destruction factors were moved to realize image mending.
We need to repair tailpieces left by image revolving. Texture vectors are retrieved to linear polynomials, lines on image edge are drawn out to expanded area, gradation is gradually changed to imitate real texture, final repairing is realized with random angles. Laboratory results indicated that the regions repaired are highly similar to the original area.
II. MAIN POINTS
A. Image vectorization A specified n n× image can be described as matrix I , I is converted to S by transformation function T . The process is as follows: represents the i th cubic curve in S after curve fitting, which can be expressed as: 
Connected region curve fitting is used during the vectorization procedure T , the key to make fitting success depend on correlation factor γ .
1) Curve fitting
The data of n nodes can be signified to： )
, then the total squared difference is calculated by equation (3):
is extracted by computing equation (3) in which the condition of minimum value is satisfied. The best set ) , , , (
is then saved as coefficient of the curves fitted.
2) Correlation factor The more the correlation factor γ approach to 1，the more the two curve are similar to each other. Also, similarity threshold δ can be used to replace γ . δ is expect to approach to 0.
The most suitable curves fitted is obtained by adjust δ .
B. Edge expanding and image rotation
Image boundary expanding is required to fill the vacuum regions after image rotating. The procedure is to lengthen the vector curves on image boundaries. 
1) Determine curves on boundaries
is used to select the curves with specified length and could be stretched.
2) Lengthen curves on edges
After the curves to be processed are selected, slopes are computed by searching the two points most approach to the boundaries. The point 3
) Texture intensity gliding
The gray scales of a texture are glided based on vector curves to fill the differences between real veins and the curves generated. The gray scales of a texture picture are built up by using matrix multiplication and width expanding. 
The algorithm can be describe as follows： 
4) Image rotating and cutting
Rotating any point All pixels in one image being rotated by angle α , the image is revolved by angle α . Then the image rotated is cut to the same size as the primitive image.
III. LABORATORY STUDIES
The original images with wood textures are adopted as specimens. 1 W in Figure. 1 is an image not processed. Figure. 3) stretching the curves near edges and grow up the points on boundary areas， S 1 -1 S (shown in Figure. 3) is formed. 
IV. CONCLUSION
Linearly fitting is used to extract the vectorization data from an image to simulate the tailpieces after image rotation. The vector graph is revolved with a specified angle, curves in the graph are stretched, and points in accumulation area are grown up. Texture gliding makes up the differences between vector graph and real texture. Images with wood textures are adopted as samples in laboratory. The experiment results showed that objective pictures are highly approach to real grain veins.
Our future researches will focus on increasing the types of texture images, and enlarge regions to be simulated.
